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TESOBE/Open Bank Project partners with Mirsis
to unlock Open Banking opportunities in Turkey
Berlin, 8 March 2021: As part of TESOBE’s strategy of expanding into the Asian market, TESOBE/
Open Bank Project announces a strategic partnership with local expert Mirsis to unlock Open
Banking opportunities in Turkey.
Turkey’s financial services sector is on the verge of experiencing disruptive transformation as the
central bank finalises its regulatory framework. Requirements call for implementation via local IT
providers, highlighting the need for strategic partnerships to share crucial knowledge.
Combining TESOBE’s unique Open Banking infrastructure and wealth of Open Banking
implementation experience with Mirsis’ indispensable local expertise, this partnership aims to
solve technical and regulatory challenges across the Turkish banking sector.
Levent Kutlucan, COO of Mirsis said: “Perfect conditions exist to achieve excellent track results in
Open Banking with TESOBE as partners. In the long run, we are very keen to set a trusted and valuable
relationship/partnership with TESOBE through shared values. This alliance makes us smile to see the
brilliant future and highly effective relationship between Mirsis and TESOBE. We intend to conduct our
business and alliance in a way that not only meets but exceeds the expectations of our customers,
business partners, shareholders, and employees.”
Simon Redfern, CEO, TESOBE noted: “We’re excited to have this opportunity to work with Mirsis.
They have a unique perspective into the local market as well as the vision required to guide banks
through Open Banking. Open Banking experts must combine their expertise with local business leaders
to deliver a straightforward and relevant open banking implementation experience. And that’s exactly
what Mirsis and TESOBE plan to do for Turkish banks as they aim for compliance and beyond in the
next year.”
About Mirsis Bilgi Teknolojileri: Working with ten of the largest banks in Turkey, Mirsis is a
leading technology consulting company in the financial services industry, providing turnkey
projects, consultancy and managed services. Since 2019, Mirsis has been dedicated to
developing R&D projects supported by the National Research Institute.
About the Open Bank Project: Led by Berlin-based software company TESOBE GmbH, the
Open Bank Project is the leading open-source API solution for banks, ensuring a secure and
rapid enhancement of their digital offerings. The Open Bank Project assists banks in the
deployment of Open Banking platforms by providing access to over 350 standardised APIs which
are used by our vibrant global community of over 11,000 developers.
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